Selective Age-related Degradation of Anterior Callosal Fiber Bundles Quantified In Vivo with Fiber Tracking

The corpus callosum, the principal white matter structure enabling interhemispheric information transfer, is heterogeneous in its microstructural composition, heterotopic in its anteroposterior cortical connectivity, and differentially susceptible to aging. In vivo characterization of callosal features is possible with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), a magnetic resonance imaging method sensitive to the detection of white matter’s linear structure. We implemented a quantitative fiber tracking approach to examine age-related variation in regional microstructural characteristics (fractional anisotropy (FA) and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)) of callosal fibers in 10 younger (29 ± 5 years) and 10 older (72 ± 5 years) healthy adults. Fiber tracking was performed on 2.5 mm isotropic voxels collected at 3 T. Fiber targets comprised the midsagittal corpus callosum, divided into six regions based on known callosal anatomical projections. FA and ADC for each voxel of each fiber identified were determined; lower FA and higher ADC reflect degraded microstructural tissue integrity. Older subjects had lower FA (P < 0.002), higher ADC (P < 0.006), and fewer (P < 0.005) fibers than younger subjects. Group × region interactions indicated disproportionately lower FA (P = 0.0001) and higher ADC (P < 0.006) in the older than younger group in frontal fiber bundles relative to posterior bundles. As a test of the functional significance of the fiber bundle metrics, the older subjects were administered the Stroop Task, which showed significant correlations between regional fiber bundle integrity and performance. These results validate this quantitative fiber tracking approach and confirm the selective vulnerability of frontal white matter systems to normal aging, likely substrates of age-related declines in cognitive processes dependent on prefrontal circuitry integrity.
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Introduction

The corpus callosum, the principal white matter structure enabling interhemispheric information transfer (Gazzaniga, 1995), is heterogeneous in its microstructural composition (LaMantia and Rakic, 1990), heterotopic in its anteroposterior cortical connectivity (de Lacoste et al., 1985; Pandya and Seltzer, 1986; Schwartz and Goldman-Rakic, 1991), and differentially susceptible to aging (Aboitiz et al., 1996; Sullivan et al., 2002). In vivo characterization of the gross morphology of callosal features modified during aging indicates (at most) modest thinning of its cross-sectional area, measured on midsagittal sections, through young to middle adulthood (Pfefferbaum et al., 1996) with accelerated thinning in older age (Driessen and Raz, 1995; Salat et al., 1997). The age-related thinning is complemented by the contemporaneous expansion of lateral ventricular volume (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000c) and driven, at least in part, by genetic factors determining ventricular size (Pfefferbaum et al., 2004). Gross morphology of the corpus callosum measured on conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), however, does not necessarily reflect the underlying quality of tissue in its microstructure, which is measurable with MR diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (Moseley et al., 1990; Bassler and Pierpaoli, 1996; Pierpaoli and Bassler, 1996; Le Bihan, 2003).

By taking advantage of the molecular diffusion of water, the primary constituent of the brain’s composition, DTI can detect the microenvironment of white matter and provide assessment of physical characteristics of white matter fibers, which vary widely in length, diameter, and myelination and by region (Waxman et al., 1995). Highly restricted diffusion in a linear framework, such as white matter, has a preferential orientation, is anisotropic, and is typically expressed as fractional anisotropy (FA). By contrast, unrestricted diffusion, as occurs in ventricular space, has no preferential orientation and is isotropic. Diffusivity, expressed as apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), provides a measure of the amount of water motility (independent of orientation) in a voxel and is commonly but not necessarily negatively correlated with FA within white matter samples (Engelter et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2001; Helenius et al., 2002; Naganawa et al., 2003; Head et al., 2004; Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003, 2005b; Pfefferbaum et al., 2005). Aging, disease or physical trauma can perturb the axon’s cytoskeleton and myelin microstructure (Arfanakis et al., 2002), and this disruption can be detected with DTI (Beaulieu and Allen, 1994; Bassler and Pierpaoli, 1996; Frenich et al., 2001; Sely et al., 2002; Silva et al., 2002; for reviews, see Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2005a; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2005a).

Post-mortem investigations report that accompanying normal aging is breakdown of myelin and certain constituents of cytoskeleton, reduction in axon density, and decline in the number and length of myelinated fibers (Meier-Ruge et al., 1992; Kemper, 1994; Aboitiz et al., 1996; Marner et al., 2003). A predilection of loss occurs for thin, unmyelinated fibers, which are in greatest abundance in the frontal lobes and genu of the corpus callosum (Aboitiz et al., 1996; Bartzkis, 2004). Consistent with post-mortem studies are findings from in vivo neuroimaging studies. In particular, longitudinal studies using conventional MRI report faster volume decline in prefrontal cortical regions relative to posterior cortex in healthy adults (Pfefferbaum et al., 1998; Raz et al., 2005; Resnick et al., 2003). The majority of DTI studies indicate that with advancing age anisotropy declines and diffusivity increases, more notably in anterior than posterior brain regions (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000a;
unihemispheric processing in young adults (Weekes and Zaidel, 2002). A profile analysis of white matter across the full extent of the supratentorium revealed that the primary locus of the age effect was in anterior white matter, including the genu of the corpus callosum (Pfefferbaum et al., 2005). Several of these studies in healthy adults also examined the power of DTI metrics as predictors of cognitive or motor performance and observed, for example, that slow reaction time in a visual target detection task correlated with low anisotropy in the anterior limb of the internal capsule (Madden et al., 2004), that low scores on a test of attentional set shifting (Trail Making B-A) correlated with diffusivity in anterior brain regions (O’Sullivan et al., 2001), and that low output on an alternating finger tapping test correlated with low callosal anisotropy (Sullivan et al., 2001).

These DTI studies were based on analyses of intravoxel anisotropy in regionally restricted, white matter samples or, in one case, a profile analysis of supratentorial white matter (Pfefferbaum et al., 2005), but did not take advantage of DTI’s ability to depict white matter systems through fiber tracking (e.g. Pierpaoli and Basser, 1996; Tang et al., 1997; Basser, 1998; Conturo et al., 1999; Jones et al., 1999; Mori et al., 2002; Pajevic et al., 2001; Masutani et al., 2003; Lazar and Alexander, 2005). Voxel-to-voxel connectivity between different brain regions is readily apparent on visual fiber tracking displays (Stieltjes et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2002; Lehericy et al., 2004), and measurement of FA and ADC along the length of a fiber bundle renders an estimate of its integrity. This approach, referred to as quantitative fiber tracking, does not actually identify anatomically specific fibers or fiber bundles as detected histologically. Rather, it is a statistical representation of the voxel-to-voxel coherence of MRI-detectable water diffusion in white matter that is, nonetheless, increasingly being shown as representative of the underlying anatomy.

In the present report, using imaging data from our recent publication on supratentorial white matter profile and specific region of interest analysis of age-related differences in DTI metrics (Pfefferbaum et al., 2005), we combined quantitative fiber tracking (cf. Xu et al., 2002) of DTI data based on the method of Mori and van Zijl (2002) and Gergig et al. (2005) with structural MRI used as a template for sectioning the corpus callosum into six anatomical regions, based on the histological studies of monkeys by Pandya and Selzer (1986) with consideration from human post-mortem studies (de Lacoste et al., 1985). Because the primary aim of this analysis was to characterize in vivo callosal microstructure connecting the cerebral hemispheres, we required that identified ‘fibers’ span at least 10 mm across both sides of the midline of the corpus callosum. With DTI metrics, we tested the hypothesis that, relative to healthy individuals in their 20s, older healthy individuals in their 70s would have lower anisotropy (FA), higher diffusivity (ADC), shorter fiber length and fewer fibers coursing through the anterior but not posterior sectors of the corpus callosum. As an initial test of the potential functional ramifications of age-related regional compromise of callosal microstructure, we also examined the value of the DTI metrics in predicting performance on the Stroop Color-Word Test (Stroop, 1935). Components of this test may require only unihemispheric processing in young adults (Weekes and Zaidel, 1996; Belanger and Cimino, 2002) but may require bilateral processing in older adults (cf. Cabeza, 2002; Cabeza et al., 2002).

**Materials and Methods**

**Subjects**

Two groups of healthy, highly educated adults were studied: 10 younger (mean = 28.6, range = 22–37 years, 17.2 years of education; five men, five women) and 10 older (mean = 72.2, range = 65–79 years, 16.3 years of education; five men, five women). The younger subjects included laboratory members and men and women recruited from the local community. All older subjects were recruited from a larger ongoing study of normal aging and scored well within the normal range on dementia screening tests: Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein et al., 1975), mean = 28.9, range = 27–30 out of 30; and the Dementia Rating Scale (Mattis, 1988), mean = 140.1, range = 138–143 out of 144.

**MRI and DTI Acquisition Protocol**

The DTI-structural acquisition included a separate acquisition of a field map to be used for correction of spatial distortion due to main field (B₀) inhomogeneity. MRI data were acquired on a 3T General Electric (Milwaukee, WI) Signa human MRI scanner (scanner: strength = 40 mT/m; slew rate = 150 T/m/s; software version V3H). Four axial sequences were collected:

1. structural fast spin echo (FSE; FOV = 24 cm, Tᵢ = 10 s, Tₑ = 14.98 ms, thick = 2.5 mm, skip = 0 mm, slices = 62);
2. Inversion Recovery Prepared SPoiled Gradient Recalled echo (IR-PrepSPGR; FOV = 24 cm, Tᵢ = 300 ms, Tₑ/Tᵢ = 65/1.54 ms, thick = 1.25 mm, slices = 124);
3. Diffusion Tensor Images (DTI; FOV = 24 cm, Tᵢ = 11 000 ms, Tₑ = 97.6 ms, thick = 2.5 mm, skip = 0, slices = 62, 0 (8 NEX) + 6 non-collinear diffusion directions (4 NEX, gradient orientations +x,y,z, +x,z, −x,y, −x,z, +y,z, −y,z, +z, −z, with a repeat of these six orientations with opposite gradient polarity, 1.5 Gauss/cm with 32 ms duration and 34 ms separation, resulting in a b-value of 8600 s/mm², x-dim = 96, y-dim = 96, 3472 total images);
4. fieldmap [FOV = 24 cm, multislice, dual echo, multi-shot (16) spiral acquisition, x-dim = 128, y-dim = 128].

The SPGR data were aligned such that adjacent pairs of 1.25 mm thick SPGR slices subtended each 2.5-mm-thick FSE and DTI slice using cubic B-spline re-sampling technique, which computed precise slice locations. The data from the spiral acquisition for each echo were gridded and Fourier transformed, and a fieldmap was estimated from a complex difference image between the two echoes (Glover and Lai, 1998; Pfeuffer et al., 2002).

**DTI Analysis**

DTI quantification was preceded by eddy current correction on a slice × slice basis by within-slice registration, which takes advantage of the symmetry of the opposing polarity acquisition (Bodammer et al., 2004). The reversing diffusion gradient polarity scheme also allowed for compensation of the diffusion effect created by the imaging gradients by averaging the opposite polarity data (Neeman et al., 1991), reducing the data to six non-collinear diffusion weighted images per slice. Using the field maps, B₀-field inhomogeneity induced geometric distortion in the eddy current-corrected images was corrected with PRELUDE (Phase Region Expanding Labeller for Unwrapping Discrete Estimates; Jenkinson, 2003) and FUGUE (FMRI’s Utility for Geometrically Unwrapping EPIs; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fugue/). These ‘native’ DTI data were used for fiber tracking.

**Warping to Common Coordinates**

To place the images for all subjects into a coordinate system with a common origin and a standardized anatomical orientation, the anterior commissure (AC) and posterior commissure (PC) were manually identified on the native 1.25-mm-thick SPGR images. The AC was shifted to a fixed coordinate in the anterior/posterior orientation, and the image volume was oriented by three rotations with the AC as the pivot point. After this shift and rotations, the original oblique-axial plane that...
passed through the AC and PC was a straight axial section perpendicular to the midsagittal plane. Next, a grand average SPGR data set was created from all 20 subjects. This average was then used as a template upon which each subject was aligned (individual SPGR to template SPGR) with a 12-parameter affine model, followed by creation of a new grand average used as a template for a higher-order (third to fifth polynomial) nonlinear warp. The use of nonlinear warping allowed the registration of young and old brains to a common space despite age-related differences in morphology; for instance, of the corpus callosum that expands in height and length with age (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000c). Two iterations of alignment produced the grand average SPGR image. The early echo FSE data for each subject were then aligned to the SPGR grand average with AIR5.2.5 (http://bishopw.loni.ucla.edu/AIR5/index.html; Woods et al., 1998a,b) using the standard-deviation-of-ratio-image cost function, followed by higher-order (third to fifth polynomial) nonlinear warp, resliced in the native coordinates (1.875 mm isotropic voxels) and an FSE grand average was also created. Next the \( b = 0 \) images were warped to the native late echo FSE images in three dimensions, first with a 12 parameter affine, followed by stepwise second and third order polynomial functions. Finally, for each subject all the registration transformation matrices were then combined into one function so they could be applied only once to native data. This process allowed for anatomical identification of the corpus callosum in a common space for each subject from structural or FA images and the DTI data to be accessed hereafter to the fibers coursing through each of the six callosal regions as ‘fiber bundles’ following the Pandya and Selzer convention: prefrontal, premotor/precentral, postcentral, posterior parietal, superior temporal, and inferior temporal/occipital (Fig. 1).

**Fiber Tracking**

Target and source regions were defined on the aligned grand average FA data, followed by minor manual editing for each subject on his FA images that contributed to the grand average (after registration to common coordinates, described above). The target comprised the midsagittal corpus callosum, divided geometrically into six regions of interest (Fig. 1) but guided by the callosal anatomical projections described by (Pandya and Selzer, 1986). The fiber source was defined as two parallel parasagittal planes located 10 mm on either side of the midsagittal corpus callosum and extending across the entire brain. Identified fibers were required to pass through both sources to ensure identification of callosal fibers that extended to both hemispheres.

The target and source were then transformed into each subject’s native coordinates using the inverse of the original warping transform (Woods et al., 1998a,b) and the fiber tracking performed on native, unwarped DTI data for each of the callosal regions of interest separately. Fiber tracking was performed with the software distributed by Gerig et al. (2005) based on the method of Mori and colleagues (Mori and van Zijl, 2002; Xu et al., 2002; Xue et al., 1999). Fiber tracking parameters included white matter extraction threshold (minimum FA) of 0.17, minimum fiber length of 37.5 mm, maximum fiber length of 187.5 mm, fiber tracking threshold of 0.125 and maximum voxel-to-voxel coherence minimum transition smoothness threshold of 0.80 (−3° maximum deviation between voxels), with no limit on the number of fibers. The mean FA and ADC of each voxel comprising each fiber, for all fibers, were determined. After fiber detection the fiber locations were transformed back to common coordinates for display and further analysis (Fig. 2). For each callosal region the number of fibers, the mean fiber length, FA, ADC, and \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3 \) were determined. We refer hereafter to the fibers coursing through each of the six callosal regions as ‘fiber bundles’ following the Pandya and Selzer convention: prefrontal, premotor/precentral, postcentral, posterior parietal, superior temporal, and inferior temporal/occipital (Fig. 1).

**Corpus Callosum Size**

The area of the corpus callosum was identified on the midsagittal slice extracted from the SPGR data after alignment along the AC-PC and reslicing to isotropic voxels, but before any linear or nonlinear warping, that is, preserving each subject’s native brain size. A semi-automated edge identification procedure with high interrater reliability was used to outline the corpus callosum (Schulte et al., 2003). The callosal silhouette was rotated to a plane parallel to the inferior extremes of the rostrum anteriorly and splenium posteriorly (Sullivan et al., 2002), and the height, length and total midsagittal callosal area determined.

**Cognitive Testing**

All subjects in the older (but not younger) group completed the conventional Stroop Color-Word Test (Stroop, 1935; Golden, 1978) as
part of another protocol conducted contemporaneously with the current imaging study. For each of the three parts of the test, subjects were given $45$ s to name, as quickly and accurately as possible, color swatches (Color), names of colors printed in black ink (Word), and names of colors printed in ink incongruent with the color name (CW). In addition to the number of words correctly read, the CW condition, a test of interference, was scored correcting for Color and Word reading performance and applying age corrections to raw scores: \(\text{CW} = \frac{\text{Color} \times \text{Word}}{\text{Color} + \text{Word}}\).

**Statistical Analysis**

Four metrics of the DTI analysis were subjected to separate, two-group repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) across six regionally defined fiber bundles: FA, ADC, fiber number and fiber length. Follow-up comparisons were based on within-subject and between-subject \(t\)-tests. Pearson product-moment correlations tested relations between Stroop test scores and DTI metrics, with the directional predictions that more words correctly named would correlate with higher FA, lower ADC, longer fiber length, or greater fiber number. Because of the small sample size, the correlations were not subjected to correction for multiple comparisons and must be considered exploratory.

**Results**

Fiber tracking examples of a younger and an older woman are presented in Figure 3, and group mean ± SEM values for FA, ADC, fiber length and fiber number are presented in Figure 4. For FA, the ANOVA revealed significant effects of group \(F(1,18) = 16.441, P = 0.0007\) and bundle \(F(5,90) = 114.86, P = 0.0001\), and a group × bundle interaction \(F(5,90) = 16.09, P = 0.0001\). Together with follow-up paired comparisons, these results indicated that the older group had disproportionately low FA in the three frontal fiber bundles. The ANOVA for ADC revealed a complementary pattern to that of FA, with the older group having higher ADC than the younger group [group effect, \(F(1,18) = 11.126, P = 0.0037\); bundle effects, \(F(5,90) = 4.68, P = 0.0008\)], notable in the two most anterior bundles [group × region interaction, \(F(5,90) = 5.61, P = 0.0002\)]. Although the overall difference in fiber length was not significant between the groups \(F(1,18) = 0.182, P = 0.67\), a bundle effect \(F(5,90) = 55.88, P = 0.0001\) together with a group × bundle interaction \(F(5,90) = 3.64, P = 0.0048\) and follow-up \(t\)-tests indicated that the older group had shorter fibers than the younger group in the most anterior callosal bundle alone. Overall, fewer fibers were identified in the older than younger group \(F(1,18) = 11.24, P = 0.0035\) and there was regional variation in fiber numbers per bundle \(F(5,90) = 22.04, P = 0.0001\), but the group × bundle interaction was not significant \(F(5,90) = 0.889, P = 0.49\). To test whether differences in fiber number could account for the age effects observed in FA and ADC, analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) were conducted, using fiber number as the covariate. The same pattern of regional differences in FA and ADC observed with simple ANOVAs endured with ANCOVAs.

Fiber tract identification (Gerig et al., 2005) is based on anisotropy measures, with criteria for minimal FA value, local curvature and local coherence, and provides location information. The concept of `quantitative fiber tracking' examines quantitatively the diffusion characteristics of the voxels comprising the fibers. In addition to FA, ADC, which describes the amount of diffusion but has no orientational information, and the magnitude of each eigenvalue, which describes the amount

---

**Figure 2.** Left: nonlinearly aligned axial FA image from an individual subject with callosal target regions marked in yellow and bilateral fiber sources in green. Right: same subject’s FA image, fiber sources and target, in native (unwarped) space, with one fiber bundle identified.

**Figure 3.** Six fiber bundles projected into common space for a younger and an older woman. The top two images are sagittal views and the bottom two are axial views. Red fibers are the most anterior (prefrontal) and green fibers are the most posterior (inferior temporal/occipital).
of diffusion in each of three orthogonal orientations, are assessed to provide information about the integrity of the identified fibers. These metrics describe the integrity of the fiber bundle along its entirety rather than merely where fibers cross the corpus callosum.

The diffusion tensor provides a description of an ellipsoid with three principal components or axes, $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$, and $\lambda_3$, such that a larger $\lambda$ reflects greater diffusivity. $\lambda_1$ is the largest component (tensor eigenvalue) and serves to define the long axis of the ellipsoid. $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ are the shorter axes and contribute to the definition of the girth of the ellipsoid. The more that $\lambda_1$ exceeds $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$, the greater the anisotropy, that is, the higher the FA; conversely, FA is lower when no $\lambda$ predominates. In contrast to FA, ADC represents the average of all three $\lambda$s. We examined the differential contribution of the three $\lambda$s to ascertain how they contributed to the regional differences in FA using a two-factor repeated-measures ANOVA (Greenhouse–Geiser correction) for each callosal bundle for each group. Although the $\lambda_1$ was greater in the older than the younger group, this effect was small compared with that of $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$, especially in the frontal bundles. A significant three-way interaction $[F(10,180) = 6.304, P = 0.0002]$ indicated that diffusivity was disproportionately greater in the frontal than posterior bundles in the older than the younger group and that the groups differed especially in the magnitude of $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ of the prefrontal and premotor bundles (Fig. 5). In essence, the

![Figure 4](https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article-abstract/16/7/1030/425689) Mean ± SEM for FA, ADC, number of fibers, and fiber length across the six fiber bundles of the younger and older groups.

![Figure 5](https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article-abstract/16/7/1030/425689) Mean ± SEM diffusivity for $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$, $\lambda_3$ across the six fiber bundles for the younger and older groups. Note the relative greater difference (older greater than younger) in diffusivity for $\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ in the prefrontal and premotor fiber bundles.
tensor ellipsoids comprising the prefrontal and premotor fiber bundles were a little longer but substantially wider in the older than younger subjects.

Fiber tracking metrics were used in correlational analysis as predictors of output scores on the Stroop Color–Word Test in the older group only. Scatterplots of the significant correlations \( P < 0.05 \), one-tailed) are presented in Figure 6. The most consistent correlations were between more words read in the simple word reading condition (W) and higher FA \( (r = 0.59, P < 0.04) \) or lower ADC \( (r = -0.59, P < 0.04) \) in the premotor/precentral callosal bundle. Additional correlations were present between this word reading condition and FA in the postcentral bundle \( (r = 0.68, P < 0.02) \), and numbers of fibers in the posterior parietal \( (r = 0.60, P < 0.035) \) and superior temporal \( (r = 0.62, P < 0.03) \) bundles. In the simple color naming condition (C), number of colors named correlated with fiber length in the superior temporal bundle \( (r = 0.59, P < 0.04) \). Although the formal interference score based on performance in the incongruent color–word condition \( (CW) \) did not correlate with any regional DTI metric, the raw output of words correctly read in the CW condition did correlate with fiber length in the postcentral bundle \( (r = 0.62, P < 0.03) \).

The potential influence of age on these DTI–Stroop correlations was examined by recalculation of the correlations partialling out age. In all but one case, age did not endure as a significant unique predictor of performance over and above the contribution from the DTI measures \( (P < 0.05) \). The exception was for word reading, to which the FA measures made a stronger contribution \( (partial F = 7.37, P = 0.0035) \) than age \( (partial F = 3.07, P = 0.0331) \).

Finally, the effect of age was examined for conventional MRI measures of callosal morphology. Group comparisons revealed that the older group had a sagittal callosal silhouette that was significantly taller \( t(18) = 3.213, P < 0.005 \) and tended to be longer \( t(18) = 1.790, P = 0.09 \) than that of the younger group, but that the groups did not differ significantly in callosal area \( \text{younger mean} = 592.3 \pm 19.9 \text{mm}^2; \text{older mean} = 566.5 \pm 31.2 \text{mm}^2; t(18) = 0.698 P = 0.49 \).

**Discussion**

This DTI tractography analysis used fiber targets comprising the midsagittal corpus callosum, divided into six regions based on known callosal anatomical projections connecting the two cerebral hemispheres (de Lacoste *et al.*, 1985; Pandya and Seltzer, 1986). Determination of FA and ADC for each voxel of each fiber identified revealed that the older subjects had lower FA, higher ADC and fewer fibers than younger subjects. These age differences were disproportionately greater for FA, ADC, and fiber length in frontal relative to posterior fiber bundles. Number of fibers identified with the study criteria did not show the age-related anteroposterior effect, and group differences in fiber numbers did not account for observed differences in FA or ADC. The age-related differences in DTI metrics provide validation for this quantitative fiber tracking approach and support the selective vulnerability of frontal white matter systems to normal aging as likely substrates of age-related declines in cognitive processes dependent on the integrity of interhemispheric circuitry linking prefrontal systems.

The sensitivity of DTI fiber tracking to detect age differences was clear when placed within the context of the conventional macrostructural MRI data, which yielded no age difference in overall size of the corpus callosum through which the fibers passed. Indeed, the only group differences detected with structural MRI herein were for callosal length and height, which we previously showed to be explained by age-associated ventricular expansion (Sullivan *et al.*, 2002; Pfefferbaum *et al.*, 2004). Prior MRI studies of callosal size report, at most, modest shrinkage of the midsagittal area (Driesen and Raz, 1995) that appear to accelerate in older age (Salat *et al.*, 1997).

The tensor-defined ellipsoids describing prefrontal and premotor fiber bundles were a little longer but substantially wider...
in the older than younger subjects. The age-related difference in tensor ellipsoid shape together with the higher ADC is indicative of a greater presence of mobile water molecules characterizing fibers of older individuals. Whether this motility is more abundant in intracellular than extracellular spaces cannot currently be definitively discerned in vivo. It may, however, reflect age-related breakdown of myelin sheathing, trapping of fluid between thin or lysed sheathes and between fibers and bulbous swelling of oligodendrocytes (Peters et al., 2001; Peters and Sethares, 2002, 2003).

The functional relevance of the regional fiber tracking DTI metrics was challenged with the Stroop Test. This task taps multiple component processes—including color perception, word reading, selective attention, and response inhibition (Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 1992; Peterson et al., 1999; Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000; Liotti et al., 2000)—and multiple cortical processing sites but not necessarily transcortical information exchange (Weekes and Zaidel, 1996; Funnell et al., 2000; Belanger and Cimino, 2002). Bilateral distribution of processing, however, may enhance performance speed or accuracy, especially in older individuals. For example, functional imaging studies reveal that older healthy adults who perform well on lateralized tests of language, verbal or source memory, and GO/NOGO response inhibition tasks activate bilateral cortical regions (Cabeza, 2002; Cabeza et al., 2002; Langenecker and Nielson, 2003), whereas younger healthy adults and older adults who perform poorly recruit unilateral brain regions (Cabeza, 2002; Cabeza et al., 2002). We offer the possibility that poor bilateral recruitment by older subjects arises, at least in part, from degradation of callosal fibers, which may reduce the opportunity for bilateral recruitment.

Despite our small sample size, several correlations emerged, the most consistent were based on number of words read in the simple word reading condition, which correlated with higher anisotropy and lower diffusivity in the premotor/precentral callosal bundle as well as with higher anisotropy in the postcentral bundle and numbers of fibers in the superior and inferior temporal/parietal bundles. Similar correlations were observed in a longitudinal study of elderly men, for whom decline in Stroop word reading speed correlated with thinning of the callosal body (Sullivan et al., 2002). Performance in the simple color naming condition correlated with fiber length in the superior temporal bundle, which extends to cortical sites involved in color naming (Chao and Martin, 1999; Peterson et al., 1999). The incongruent color-word interference condition, which assesses selective attention and response inhibition, correlated with fiber length in the postcentral bundle, which may extend to parietal cortical attentional networks (PujoL et al., 2001) involved in conflict monitoring (Fassbender et al., 2004). Drawing on this posterior attentional system may be advantageous, given evidence that a ventral visual cortical processing stream subserves the inhibition of word reading, a requirement for good performance on the incongruent color-word task (Harrison et al., 2005). It was surprising, however, that performance on this task was not also related to fiber tracking measures of callosal sectors connecting inferior frontal regions, given their contribution to response inhibition and inhibitory control (e.g. Rubia et al., 2003; Herrmann et al., 2005; Kemmotsu et al., 2005; McDonald et al., 2005). Perhaps use of a more challenging or selective task than the classical Stroop task but also requiring response inhibition (e.g. Schulte et al., 2005) would yield predictable correlations between frontal callosal microstructural integrity and performance (cf. Stuss et al., 1999). In summary, these correlations, distributed along the callosal body fiber bundles, support the likelihood that tractography fiber output, while only a mathematical representation of underlying structure, is functionally meaningful. Further, the functional ramifications of age-related degradation of callosal white matter fibers may be detectable using challenging tasks in elderly subjects, even when they remain able to engage in useful bilateral activation.

The obvious candidate for enabling age-related recruitment of bilateral brain systems for high performance is the corpus callosum. In addition to providing a means for interhemispheric communication for sensory and motor integration (Gazzaniga, 1995), corpus callosum integrity may influence the allocation of resources when attentional or memory capacity is limited (Banich, 1998; Reuter-Lorenz and Stanczak, 2000; Zaidel and Iacoboni, 2003). Some have interpreted the bilateral pattern as evidence for decline in functional hemispheric laterality, arising from compromise of the callosum’s capacity to inhibit participation of the hemisphere less suited to accomplish a task (Kinsbourne, 1974; Banich, 1998). The outcome can appear as ‘dedifferentiation’ of hemispheric function (Dolcos et al., 2002). Given that age-related degradation of white matter is considered nonpathological, subtle compromise may actually enable bilateral engagement of the hemispheres (Buckner, 2004), but more substantial compromise may attenuate efficient interhemispheric information transfer. Thus, compensatory mechanisms must be in place to meet the challenge of difficult tasks (Buckner, 2004)—those requiring greater resources, especially from frontal sites (Anderson and Grady, 2001).

Although it is estimated that only ~2–3% of cortical sites are bilaterally distributed via the corpus callosum, ~93% of interhemispheric connections course through the corpus callosum (LaMantia and Rakic, 1990). The corpus callosum is thus the principal vehicle for information transfer between the hemispheres and a significant substrate to permit functional plasticity in compensation for damage arising from unilateral cortical lesions (Schwartz and Goldman-Rakic, 1990; Schwartz and Goldman-Rakic, 1991), induced transient 'lesions' from transcranial magnetic stimulation (Sack et al., 2005) or deterioration associated with normal aging (Cabeza et al., 2004). Selective disruption of frontally based fibers are likely structural substrates of age-related declines in cognitive processes dependent on functioning of the prefrontal circuitry (Raz et al., 2004), and evidence from DTI studies is accruing in support of an anteroposterior gradient of degradation of age-related callosal, pericallosal and extracallosal white matter microstructure (for a review, see Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2005). Pericallosal fibers show striking signs of aging in the form of low anisotropy and high diffusivity (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000b; Sullivan et al., 2001; Bhagat and Beaulieu, 2004; Salat et al., 2005) and may contribute to degradation of aging frontal callosal and subcortical systems. Further, frontal sites are under proportionately greater environmental than genetic control than are posterior regions, as evidenced in our study of twins revealing that the proportion of genetic to environmental contributions to FA was 3:1 for the splenium but only 1:1 for the genu (Pfefferbaum et al., 2001).

Given the small samples and restricted neuropsychological assessment, this study has limitations for generalizability and for determination of brain structure–function relations. Further, the callosal sectors defining fiber bundles herein were...
determined by grossly identifying sulcal markings on the averaged structural MRI data that corresponded to the six cortical target sites. Others have used cortical regions as fiber sources to define bundles coursing through the corpus callosum and could validate the uniqueness of a bundle with correlated data from pathology (Huang et al., 2005). Our analysis provides an initial attempt at quantifying relevant brain white matter fiber bundles with possible functional significance.

The effects of normal adult aging are subtle, accruing insidiously and can be elusive to detection with conventional structural neuroimaging techniques. The growing body of DTI research substantiates its utility for in vivo detection of anteroposterior patterns of sparing and compromise of white matter integrity in normal aging. The predilection for age-related decline in anterior white matter fiber integrity may underlie the declining executive functioning common in groups of older yet healthy individuals (for reviews, see Raz, 1999; Buckner, 2004; Hedden and Gabrieli, 2004; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2005). As an index of brain tissue quality, DTI permits examination of regional patterns of neural circuitry degeneration associated with aging and accessible with quantitative tractography. Future studies combining fiber tracking with DTI, high-resolution structural information from MRI, and functional MRI (fMRI) may provide precise delineations of fiber bundles that connect specific cortical sites for interhemispheric transfer of selective cognitive, sensory and motor processing.
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